**Complete Keyboard Chord Poster**

**Enjoy Easy Access to EVERY Keyboard Chord on a SINGLE SCREEN**

- World's ONLY complete piano/keyboard chord chart.
- Zoom in to see any piano/keyboard chord FULL SCREEN; zoom out to see the big picture—exactly like a Google map.
- NOTE: For maximum zoom on your phone or tablet, use a free PDF app such as Adobe Reader or similar.
- Watercolor artwork by Bettina Lewis.
- Available at Roedy Black Music Shop.

**It's PRINTABLE in High Resolution**

- (this free version is low-res)
- Print in high-resolution at 38" x 27" (98 cm x 68 cm) or larger.
- Price: $6.00
- This chart comes with a printable PDF poster of 75 musical instruments and voices, with their frequencies and ranges.
- Available at Roedy Black Music Shop.